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Abstract
In this study, the novelty effect or initial fascination with new technology is addressed in the context of an immersive Virtual 
Reality (iVR) experience. The novelty effect is a significant factor contributing to low learning outcomes during initial VR 
learning experiences. The aim of this research is to measure the effectiveness of a tutorial at mitigating the novelty effect of 
iVR learning environments among first-year undergraduate students. The iVR tutorial forms part of the iVR learning experi-
ence that involves the assembly of a personal computer, while learning the functions of the main components. 86 students 
participated in the study, divided into a Control group (without access to the tutorial) and a Treatment group (completing 
the tutorial). Both groups showed a clear bimodal distribution in previous knowledge, due to previous experience with learn-
ing topics, giving us an opportunity to compare tutorial effects with students of different backgrounds. Pre- and post-test 
questionnaires were used to evaluate the experience. The analysis included such factors as previous knowledge, usability, 
satisfaction, and learning outcomes categorized into remembering, understanding, and evaluation. The results demonstrated 
that the tutorial significantly increased overall satisfaction, reduced the learning time required for iVR mechanics, and 
improved levels of student understanding, and evaluation knowledge. Furthermore, the tutorial helped to homogenize group 
behavior, particularly benefiting students with less previous experience in the learning topic. However, it was noted that a 
small number of students still received low marks after the iVR experience, suggesting potential avenues for future research.
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1 Introduction

Interest in immersive Virtual Reality (iVR) applications has 
significantly increased in various fields following the release 
onto the market of high-quality, affordable iVR media hard-
ware and software in or around 2015. Even so, the effective-
ness of iVR at improving the performance of end-users has 
been met with limited success when compared with well-
established teaching methods. Positive impacts on learning 

and training outcomes when utilizing iVR applications have 
been demonstrated in approximately 30% of all education 
and training-related studies; conversely, no clear advantage 
between the use of iVR and conventional methodologies was 
found in a notable 10% of studies (Checa & Bustillo 2020a).

There are plenty of recent studies in which high lev-
els of student excitement and engagement when utilizing 
iVR experiences have been noted (Di Natale et al. 2020). 
Moreover, increased motivation is often expected to lead to 
improved learning outcomes; a correlation that is however 
not substantiated in most cases. The question is therefore 
to do with the factors that may be contributing to such low 
performance improvement rates observed during iVR expe-
riences. This limitation appears to stem from a multifaceted 
approach, including such issues as misconceived designs, 
inadequate technical development, and poor user adaptation 
to the iVR experience (Neumann et al. 2018). Among the 
issues that contribute to a mismatch between the user and 
the iVR experience is the novelty effect. The novelty effect 
in iVR experiences can be defined as the additional cognitive 
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load imposed on users, due to new, unfamiliar, and unex-
pected ways of interacting with the iVR environment (Huang 
2003). The concept can be expanded to the excitement that 
any new technology awakens in final users, increasing their 
attention, in their first interactions, as with Augmented Real-
ity advertising (Hopp and Gangadharbatla 2016). Novice 
users tend to focus on controlling the hand-controllers, 
exploring the iVR environment, and trying out all possible 
interactions, rather than focusing on the proposed learning 
tasks. It can result in low engagement with the learning 
objectives and little knowledge transfer. The novelty effect 
may influence the duration of an iVR experience, which 
may last longer for novice users and decrease their expected 
learning gains (Merchant et al. 2014). Likewise, users may 
be more distracted, because of their unfamiliarity with the 
iVR environment (Huang et al. 2021) and may additionally 
rate satisfaction and perceived learning better, without con-
sidering whether their learning has been enhanced (Sung 
et al. 2021). It will all have a negative impact on any evalu-
ation of iVR applications and their suitability for learning 
(Häkkilä et al. 2018). Another study (Tsay et al. 2019) lent 
support to the notion that when the novelty of a new tool 
wears off, users may experience decreased autonomous 
motivation and lower academic performance. One possible 
explanation is that the initial curiosity diminishes over time 
as users become more familiar with the tool. Building upon 
this idea, it has been suggested elsewhere (Jeno et al. 2019) 
that the negative effects of the novelty effect can be miti-
gated by incorporating gamification elements, in this case, 
when evaluating the novelty effect of an m-learning tool on 
internalization and achievement.

In recent research, strategies have been proposed to over-
come the novelty effect in iVR learning experiences, based 
on iVR serious games (Miguel-Alonso et al. 2023). One such 
strategy is the inclusion of an extensive pre-training stage, 
where students gain sufficient skills through interactions 
with the iVR environment. This strategy is not novel, as it 
has been successfully implemented in the context of video 
games (Koch et al. 2018). Video games often include tuto-
rials as an introduction, which serve to counter the novelty 
effect by helping the user become familiar with the handheld 
controllers, providing instructions on their use, and introduc-
ing the mechanics of the game, and interactions with the 
environment, and objects. These tutorials are designed for 
players to acquire skills through practice without the con-
straints of time, space, and interactions, in a complete envi-
ronment, in preparation for the real game. If the challenges 
of the game are to be met, a balance must be struck between 
the skills that are required and how well each skill needs 
to be learned. If a player has not developed sufficient skills 
to negotiate a task, it will negatively impact on the gaming 
experience, just as it would if the skill were over-developed 
for the task (Andersen et al. 2012). Additionally, different 

approaches, such as context-sensitive and context-insensitive 
tutorials (Csikszentmihalyi 1991), should be given careful 
consideration in serious game tutorial designs.

The design challenges of video game tutorials may dif-
fer when applied to tutorials for iVR serious games. The 
unique effects of immersion in the iVR environment, the 
novel interfaces and handheld controllers, and the poten-
tial for cybersickness must all be weighed up (Checa and 
Bustillo 2020b). When users first enter an iVR environment, 
they may not be familiar with how to use the iVR hand-
controllers, nor how to interact with objects. Additionally, 
iVR environments can provide a strong sense of immersion, 
creating a feeling of presence, as if the iVR environment 
is the real world. This sense of presence and the freedom 
provided to users in tutorials may involve abrupt movements 
and interactions that can exacerbate symptoms of cybersick-
ness. Cybersickness can lead to disorientation and physical 
discomfort, thus negatively impacting on the iVR experience 
(Morin et al. 2016). These unique factors should therefore 
be considered in the design of iVR serious game tutorials, 
to ensure an effective and comfortable learning experience 
for users.

The best ways of designing iVR tutorials for learning 
experiences have been researched in some recent works, 
through comparisons between different tutorial modalities. 
One example is the research of Frommel et al. (2017), in 
which instructions shown on a screen with a context-sen-
sitive tutorial were compared. Those authors concluded 
that the tutorial has to be part of the iVR video game, due 
to the increasing engagement and motivation. Another 
is the research of Zaidi et al. (2019), in which the differ-
ences between verbal instructions, a developer’s tutorial, 
and a user-centered design tutorial were studied. In their 
research, they concluded that the user-centered design tuto-
rial increased user engagement and understanding of the 
iVR video game. However, their research was validated 
with few participants. Tutorials have also been included in 
training scenarios, for example, in the research of Fussell 
et al. (2019). They used the tutorial for teaching users how 
to maneuver a plane with successful results: user satisfaction 
improved, and users found it easier to complete the tasks in 
the iVR video game. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the tuto-
rial was not measured. Additionally, some users found some 
tasks difficult, which might have been due to the novelty 
effect, although it was never measured. The research gap on 
the effects of iVR tutorials on learning rates was therefore 
the starting point of this study.

Although this research is focused on the use of a VR-
tutorial to overcome the novelty effect in VR-serious games, 
other approaches to this task may also be effective. While 
the tutorial-based solution first trains the student to be an 
expert in VR-interaction before the learning task, an alter-
native solution might be to adapt the learning task and the 
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VR-environment to the student's capabilities, moving the 
student up from novice to expert level as the learning takes 
place. Based on AI-driven technologies and models, such as 
agents and expert systems, the most promising solutions to 
have followed that strategy have been discussed in the recent 
review of Westera et al. (2020). These solutions are focused 
on evaluating user performance and reactions, from human 
language to facial expressions, to adapt the VR-environment 
to the user's state and capabilities in real time. An alter-
native solution might be to train the user playing against 
an AI, to learn how to interact with the VR environment. 
Nebel et al. (2020) tested that solution, comparing 3 forms 
of social competition: playing against a human competitive 
agent, playing against an artificial competitive agent, and 
playing against an artificial leaderboard. The results of the 
study showed a beneficial effect of adaptive mechanisms 
on learning performance and efficiency, fewer feelings of 
shame, increased empathy, and behavioral engagement when 
facing competitive agents. However, the strategy presents 
two limitations from a research point of view: (1) it requires 
extensive modifications and programming complexity of the 
VR serious game (the previously cited studies are not on 
VR-games), making it difficult to compare the new outcomes 
with those from previous works on this VR learning environ-
ment, and (2) it will complicate how to measure the influ-
ence of the novelty effect in itself, because learning concepts 
and VR mechanics will be simultaneous.

As mentioned, this research therefore began with an 
examination of the suitability of tutorials for countering the 
novelty effect in iVR learning experiences. With that pur-
pose in mind, an iVR learning experience was designed and 
tested with an extensive sample of students (86), comparing 
different key performance indicators between a Treatment 
group, where an iVR tutorial was used to address the novelty 
effect, and a Control group, with no way of addressing that 
effect before the iVR learning experience. The systematic 
procedure guiding this comparison solved the main limita-
tions of previous studies that have addressed the novelty 
effect in iVR learning experiences. The procedure included: 
ad-hoc iVR learning experience design, significant control 
and treatment group sizes, and a wide range of key perfor-
mance indicators (5 on usability and satisfaction, 2 quantita-
tive performance indicators, and 3 types of knowledge acqui-
sition). Such a systematic methodology has not previously 
been followed to measure the impact of the novelty effect 
on student satisfaction and learning performance within iVR 
learning environments.

The subsequent sections of this paper will be organized 
as follows: in Sect. 2, a brief description may be found of the 
development of the iVR serious game used in this research. 
The evaluation process and the methods employed to assess 
learning experience performance are outlined in Sect. 3. 
The results of the learning experiences will be presented 

in Sect. 4, through comparisons between the performance 
of the students who followed the iVR tutorial and the stu-
dents who had no access to it before playing the iVR serious 
game, as well as comparisons with recent related works and 
limitations of the study. Finally, in Sect. 5, the conclusions 
and potential avenues for future research will be presented.

2  iVR serious game for PC‑assembly

The virtual reality game in this research was initially devel-
oped for a first approximation to research on VR-based 
learning (Checa et al. 2021). In that research, the iVR seri-
ous game “PC Virtual LAB” (Checa and Bustillo 2022) was 
developed for teaching the assembly of computer hardware. 
The game was systematically validated and can be down-
loaded from the Steam Platform. The aim of the game is 
to improve learning in basic computer concepts (identifica-
tion and location of computer components) and to provide 
students with a tool, so that they can deepen their knowl-
edge autonomously in an environment where they can prac-
tice and fail. In a first step, this game was used to compare 
traditional non-immersive learning methodologies with a 
VR-based learning experience. However, several obstacles 
identified in iVR educational applications, such as the nov-
elty effect, were not extensively considered in that study. It 
was thought that the incorporation of an introductory tuto-
rial in this serious game might overcome those limitations. 
Both applications, serious game and iVR tutorial, are freely 
available in the public domain. The educational game can 
be download at: http:// 3dubu. es/ en/ virtu al- reali ty- compu ter- 
assem bly- serio us- game; and the tutorial at: http:// 3dubu. es/ 
virtu al- reali ty- tutor ial- learn ing- exper ience.

2.1  Tutorial design

The main objective of the tutorial is so that the user can 
practice the mechanics of the game in a non-paced environ-
ment in preparation for the iVR serious game. An objec-
tive that requires different modules with different types of 
interaction. These modules must offer different tasks that 
require the use of specific interactions, so that all the basic 
iVR interactions are covered. The Cognitive Theory of Mul-
timedia Learning Theory (Mayer 2009) was considered as a 
foundation, to ease understanding of the tutorial tasks and to 
avoid distractions. Maintaining user focused concentration 
on the tasks improves performance and reinforces learning. 
The following principles of Cognitive Multimedia Learning 
Theory (adapted for iVR) were considered in the conceptual 
design phase:

• Multimedia principle the premise that the combined use 
of graphics and text will improve both comprehension of 

http://3dubu.es/en/virtual-reality-computer-assembly-serious-game
http://3dubu.es/en/virtual-reality-computer-assembly-serious-game
http://3dubu.es/virtual-reality-tutorial-learning-experience
http://3dubu.es/virtual-reality-tutorial-learning-experience
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the tasks and how to navigate and control the movements. 
The principle is applied in the tutorial that shows graph-
ics of iVR controllers and how to interact with them.

• Signaling principle the idea that learning can be 
improved when essential information is highlighted. in 
the tutorial. An assistant robot was programmed that 
offers visual cues to guide user attention and to reduce 
potential distraction.

• Coherence principle avoiding irrelevant material 
improves learning. The tutorial should not overload the 
environment with distracting information. For this pur-
pose, neutral colors are used, and minimal objects are 
placed on the screen, so that users can concentrate on 
relevant content.

• Redundancy principle information is complemented 
from different sources. In the tutorial, instead of repeat-
ing information, different data sources show information 
that is not duplicated. It provides users with multiple per-
spectives and reinforces their understanding.

• Personalization principle the learning process is 
enhanced when an informal rather than a formal nar-
rative style is used. In the tutorial, the information is 
shown in an informal conversational style to the learner. 
By adopting a more relaxed and relatable narrative style, 
the tutorial fosters a connection between the learner and 
the instructional material, increasing engagement, and 
reducing the novelty effect.

In addition, some other features of the tutorial such as 
context-sensitivity (information is displayed in synchrony 
with the pace and even the needs of the user), free move-
ment of the user, and access to additional information were 
sourced from the research of Andersen et al. (2012). These 
elements ensure that the tutorial is adaptable to the user's 
pace and needs, offering a more personalized and immer-
sive learning experience.

Having completed the conceptual design of the tutorial, 
its technical development began in Unreal Engine™. A 
process that was streamlined with a previously tested and 
validated framework (Checa et al. 2020). Four sequen-
tial modules were designed, as shown in Fig. 1: intro-
duction (Fig. 1A), basic interactions (Fig. 1B), complex 
interactions (Fig. 1C), and exploration and creative play 
(Fig. 1D). The user gains familiarity with the iVR envi-
ronment in the Introductory module. The second module, 
Basic interactions, was designed to introduce the user 
to the iVR handheld and headset controllers. The third 
module, Complex interactions, offers the opportunity 
to practice and to master different interactions. Finally, 
the design of the last module, Exploration and creative 
play, was designed as a consolidation of all the previous 
stages, where the user can explore and freely practice all 
the mechanics introduced above. A more detailed pres-
entation of this tutorial can be found in (Miguel-Alonso 
et al. 2023).

Fig. 1  iVR tutorial modules: A introduction, B basic interactions, C complex interactions, and D exploration and creative play
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2.2  Serious game design

Having completed the tutorial, the users move on to the seri-
ous game “PC Virtual LAB”, as shown in Fig. 2A. This 
serious game was designed, so that students could progress 
through the following stages:

• Introduction the student selects an age and genre by grab-
bing and placing the responses on the wall, as shown in 
Fig. 2B. This step serves as a brief initial introduction to 
the iVR environment.

• Guided assembly at this stage, the student, under the 
guidance of the virtual teacher, has the task of assem-
bling a desktop computer, as shown in Fig. 2C. This is 
a fixed step-by-step process where students receive con-
tinuous feedback and help from the robot assistant to 

learn where to place each component: motherboard, CPU 
and its cooler, power supply, graphic card, hard disk, and 
RAM memories.

• Placement the student is shown a motherboard and has 
to associate each part with its proper name, as shown in 
Fig. 2D.

• Airflow the user has to place the desktop computer fans 
properly in position, for efficient heat removal from 
within the casing, as shown in Fig. 2E.

• Unguided assembly the student is given the task of assem-
bling a desktop computer, as was done at the Guided 
assembly stage. However, the difficulty is increased, so 
the user has to select compatible components (with more 
than one model for each component), position them in 
the proper place, and connect them in a sensible order. 
There is a wide range of hardware from which to choose 

Fig. 2  Different stages of the serious game PC Virtual LAB: A Tutorial, B Introduction, C Guided assembly, D Placement, E Airflow, and F 
Unguided assembly
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and the desktop computer to be built must meet certain 
requirements (Fig. 2F). The required specifications of the 
computer are shown on the whiteboard. If the component 
is placed within an area of the assembly table, the stu-
dent can check the specifications of each component to 
complete this task successfully. In this way, the student 
will be able to select the correct components and then 
assemble the hardware in the cage.

3  Learning experience

In this section, the design of the learning experience is first 
explained. A description than follows of the sample of par-
ticipants with whom the experience was validated.

3.1  Learning experience design

The learning experience was designed with a Treatment 
group and a Control group for comparative purposes. While 
the Control group tested the iVR serious game with no tuto-
rial, the Treatment group practiced with the iVR tutorial 
before testing the game. The structure of the experience is 

shown in Fig. 3. The iVR experience was developed in three 
phases: (1) pre-test; (2) iVR learning experience and usabil-
ity and satisfaction survey; and (3) post-test. An interval of 
one week separated each phase.

The pre-test included 13 questions, as can be seen in 
Appendix 1, of which 2 questions inquired into previous 
experience of assembling a desktop computer and 1 was on 
previous experience with iVR environments. The remain-
ing 10 questions were related to expertise on computer 
components: 8 questions were Multiple Choice Questions 
(MCQ), one was an open-ended question, and the last one 
consisted of an image in which students had to identify and 
to install 6 components of a desktop computer. Each ques-
tion was marked with 1 point out of 15, in order to rate the 
8 MCQ, the open-ended question asked respondents to rate 
their own computer knowledge, and the image scored 6 out 
of 15 points.

A week after the pre-test, the iVR learning experience 
was performed. Participants were randomly assigned to 
two groups. Those in the Treatment group played the tuto-
rial and then the 5 levels of the ‘Assemble a computer’ 
game in the same order. Those in the Control group only 
played the 5 levels of the game in the same order as the 

Fig. 3  Workflow and group organization during the three stages of the iVR learning experience
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Treatment group. Immediately after finishing this expe-
rience, participants were administered a satisfaction and 
usability survey that can be consulted in Appendix 2. 
In the survey, participants had to evaluate their level of 
cybersickness and 5 aspects of satisfaction and usabil-
ity of the iVR tutorial and the serious game by rating 21 
MCQ on a 1-to-5 point Likert-type scale. That scale was 
then converted to a scale of 1 to 10, for a more precise 
analysis of the results. The 0 value was used to refer to an 
unanswered question in the scale and was therefore not 
included in the analysis.

According to the research of Tcha-Tokey et al. (2016), 
the 5 aspects to consider in a usability and satisfaction 
survey of an iVR experience are as follows: engagement, 
presence, flow, immersion, and skill. In his study (Shernoff 
2012), Shernoff explained that engagement is concentration 
and participation in a task or an experience and is related 
to adaptive learning. Presence is the sense of being in the 
virtual environment, which is perceived, even though the 
user knows that the environment is unreal, as Slater also 
explained in his research (Slater 2018). According to Csík-
szentmihályi (1996), flow is the optimal psychological state 
in which the user feels immersed, and concentrated, and is 
enjoying the experience. As proposed in Slater & Wilbur’s 
study (1997), immersion entails the suspension of disbelief 
and full engagement with the virtual environment. Evoked 
through the arousal of user sensations, full immersion will 
depend on the effectiveness of the stimuli that the HMDs 
can offer the user in their simulation of real-world events. 
Finally, skill is user-acquired knowledge after mastering 
actions within the virtual environment. The number of 
questions for evaluating each aspect was: 3 questions for 
engagement, 5 for presence, 4 for immersion, 3 for flow, and 
6 for skill. In addition, some of these questions are extracted 
and adapted from the System Usability Scale (7 questions), 
NASA-TLX (8 questions), and User Experience Question-
naire (6 questions). Furthermore, the usability and satisfac-
tion survey included 3 open questions, in which participants 
could comment on the positive and negative aspects of the 
iVR experience and suggest improvements.

Finally, the third stage of the iVR experience, the post-
test, is summarized in Fig. 3 and can be consulted in detail 
in Appendix 3. The post-test was performed a week after the 
iVR learning experience was completed. This post-test con-
sisted of 15 MCQ, 3 open questions, and 2 images: a desktop 
computer, and a motherboard. Both questions referred to two 
levels of the iVR serious game, when users had to do the 
same thing. The 15 MCQ and the 3 open-ended questions 
were valued at 1 point, and the questions about the images, 
each worth 6 (out of 30) points, were assessed. The ques-
tions in the post-test were significantly more complex than 
the ones presented in the pre-test. The knowledge that each 
participant acquired was evaluated in the post-test. Both the 

post-test and pre-test questions differed, in order to avoid 
learning from the responses to the pre-test.

The setup of the experience consisted of three HTC Vive 
Pro Eye Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) which were con-
nected to workstations equipped with Intel Core i7-10710U, 
32 GB RAM, with NVIDIA GTX 2080 graphic cards (see 
Fig. 4), so that three participants at a time could perform 
the experience. In addition, the health and safety regulations 
that were in force at that time of the iVR experience were 
closely followed.

3.2  Description of the sample

The participants taking part in this study were students fol-
lowing either a Media Studies Bachelor’s Degree or a Video 
Game Design Bachelor’s Degree at the University of Burgos 
(Spain). The sample was divided into two groups, following 
the proposals of Mayer (2014) where one was the Control 
group, for use as a reference. In Fig. 5A, the sample of 86 
participants is shown, of whom 40 were randomly assigned 
to the Treatment group (N = 40; 40% female, light gray in 
Fig. 5A) and 46 to the Control group (N = 46; 35% female, 
dark gray in Fig. 5A). Both groups presented similar features 
with regard to group size, gender, age, and iVR pre-experi-
ence, compared to the recent studies on iVR learning experi-
ences (Checa et al. 2021). In both groups, participants were 
following high school studies (73% and 70%), and vocational 
training (20% and 22%), while a minority (7% and 8%) had 
not specified their stage of education. The previous iVR 
experience of the participants had been limited to 40% of the 
Treatment group and to 50% of the Control group with some 
prior experience. In all, 31% and 43% of them had used iVR 

Fig. 4  User setup during the tutorial A HTC Vive Pro Eye HMDs 
and C its hand-controllers connected to B the workstation equipped 
with Intel Core i7-10710U, 32 GB RAM, with NVIDIA GTX 2080 
graphic cards
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with a smartphone, 38% and 35% with HMD, and 19% and 
13% with both systems. Most of them had tested it in video 
games (69% and 65%), 12% and 22% in serious games, and 
the rest in 360-degree videos and tourism. As regards par-
ticipant experience at assembling a desktop computer, 37% 
and 44% of participants had seen it once in class, 6% and 
14% had seen friends doing it, 37% and 36% had assembled 
their own computer, and 20% and 6% had seen it in shops 
(25% and 22% had no prior experience).

In summary, all 86 participants were randomly divided 
into Treatment and Control groups. Sample size, gender, 
age, and previous iVR experience were similar in both 
groups. In addition, the previous studies of the participants 
were mostly at the level of higher education, and the major-
ity had some very basic previous experience of assembling 
a desktop computer.

According to the pre-test results, the distribution of both 
groups was bimodal. Both groups were therefore representa-
tive of a set of students, some with highly positive results 
and others with significantly worse results. The violin plot 
in Fig. 5B shows the distribution of the Treatment and Con-
trol group pre-test marks. The violin plot combines a box 
plot and a kernel density plot to show the data distribution 
of a single variable with its probability density. It was used 
in this research for clear data visualization, as both groups 
were similar.

As the pre-test marks showed a bimodal statistical distri-
bution (Fig. 5B), both the Treatment and the Control groups 
were divided into two sub-groups. A cut-off mark of 6.50 
was applied to the pre-test results, considering the bimodal 
structure of the groups. Three reasons were considered to 
select this threshold: 1) a bottle neck in both distributions 
can be identified at around 6.5 (Fig. 5B); 2) both sides of 
this threshold presented roughly half of the students in both 
groups; and 3) as the knowledge questionnaire is a multiple-
choice test, lucky responses should be taken into account 
that can shift the mean value (5) to higher values. Both the 
Treatment and the Control groups are shown in Fig. 6 with 
each of the sub-groups arranged in a balanced manner: 
Group A with the minimum pre-test cut-off mark of 6.50 
or more, and Group B with pre-test marks lower than 6.50. 
After this process, the violin plot of the four new groups 
presented the modal distribution shown below in Fig. 6B.

4  Results and discussion

In this section, the results of the usability and satisfaction 
survey, performance, and learning improvement (based on 
the pre-post-test comparisons) are presented, analyzed, and 
compared with similar recent studies.

Fig. 5  A Features of the sample divided into two groups: Treatment group light gray and Control group dark gray; and B violin plot of their dis-
tributions by pre-test marks Treatment group in green and Control group in orange
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An issue to consider before analysis is the variability in 
the results. This variability is frequently observed in cur-
rent research on iVR in education, often attributed to the 
constraints of limited sample groups. A significant effort 
was made in this research to test the proposed methodol-
ogy with an extensive sample of students and all groups 
had 20 or more participants with the sole exception of 
one (17). However, even with this sample size, variability 
in the results was notable. The number (20 per group) 
is recommended in some recent reviews of IVR in edu-
cation (Checa and Bustillo 2020a, b), although there are 
many studies with smaller group sizes. One example is 
Parong & Mayer’s study (2021), in which the effects of 
iVR in learning contexts were analyzed, offering a direct 
comparison with traditional desktop slideshow presenta-
tions. Beyond a mere qualitative examination, their study 
incorporated biometric measures to assess learner experi-
ences. They proposed a case study with 61 participants, 
divided into 4 groups (none therefore achieved the mini-
mum of 20 participants). Additionally, the results of this 
research showed high standard deviations (i.e., for learning 
outcomes in the range 25–40% and 44–65% of the mean 
values for retention score and transfer score, respectively). 
Also, the work of Selzer et al. (2019) on spatial cogni-
tion and navigation in iVR was tested in 3 groups with 
14 participants each and the standard deviation values for 
learning outcomes were high (i.e., for learning outcomes 
in the range of 28–48% of the mean value). In view of the 
above and the nature of the experiment, in which the only 
difference between two iVR-based learning methods was a 
5 min tutorial, no statistical differences were reached with 
standard tests (i.e., Student-T test or ANOVA). A similar 
observation was noted in (Hopp & Gangadharbatla 2016) 
when evaluating the novelty effects in Augmented Reality 
Advertising Environments. Therefore, alternative statisti-
cal tests, such as the Chi Square test, Cronbach’s alpha 

test, and the Kuder-Richardson formula were whenever 
possible applied.

4.1  Satisfaction and usability

After the iVR experience, all participants completed the 
satisfaction and usability survey. Its reliability was assessed 
through a Cronbach’s alpha test that yielded a result of 
0.84, indicating that the survey items had a high level of 
internal consistency. The results of the mean and standard 
deviation of each component (engagement, presence, flow, 
immersion, and skill) of both the Treatment and the Control 
groups, as well as the difference between the marks between 
both groups are represented in Table 1. The evaluation was 
performed on a scale from 1 to 10. The highest results of 
both groups are shown in bold. In addition, those marks are 
shown in the radar plot in Fig. 7.

As indicated in Table 1 and Fig. 7, both groups gener-
ally reported high levels of satisfaction with the iVR expe-
rience (6.50–8.90), although with high standard deviations 
(1.68–2.33). The Treatment group showed higher levels 
of satisfaction (3.4–5.4%) than the Control group in all 

Fig. 6  A Cumulative bar chart of the pre-test marks of the Treatment in orange and Control in green groups; and B its representation in a violin 
plot

Table 1  Mean (M) and Standard Deviation (SD) of satisfaction and 
usability survey of the Treatment and Control groups

Treat-
ment group 
(N = 40)

Control group 
(N = 46)

Comparison treat-
ment and control 
groups

M SD M SD (%)

Engagement 8.71 1.68 8.41 2.02 + 3.44
Presence 7.91 2.00 7.48 2.33 + 5.44
Flow 6.85 1.79 6.56 1.83 + 4.23
Immersion 8.09 2.01 8.21 2.32 − 1.48
Skill 8.89 1.62 8.52 1.97 + 4.16
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components, except immersion (1.5% worse). However, 
these differences between groups were not statistically sig-
nificant. The high marks outlined that both iVR learning 
experiences stimulated the students, a general result com-
mon to many iVR educational solutions (Checa and Bustillo 
2020a). Besides, the students improved both iVR-learning-
experience satisfaction and usability levels, as was the case 
in the research of Zaidi et al. (2019). In their work, they 
concluded that the tutorial improved usability, because it 
helped to understand what to do in advance. Frommel et al. 
(2017) also studied the effects of the tutorial in their research 
and they pointed out that tutorials improved player satisfac-
tion, regardless of the complexity of the iVR experience. 
Finally, the high standard deviations of all components out-
lined the need for large samples in iVR experiences, due 
to the diverse human perception of these experiences. The 
higher standard deviations observed in the Control group 
(15%) could be attributed to the larger size of the Control 
group (15% larger).

Engagement and skill were the components with the 
highest marks. High engagement levels are expected in iVR 
learning experiences nowadays, due to the novelty effect, as 
also mentioned in the work of Allcoat and von Mühlenen 
(2018). Engagement and skill levels were, respectively, 3.4% 
and 4.2% better in the Treatment group than in the Control 
group. A result that coincided with the research of Miguel-
Alonso et al. (2023), where satisfaction and usability were 
assessed using three groups with different levels of knowl-
edge of the iVR learning experience. As they explained, 
the high values for skill levels could be due to the graded 
difficulty of the actions during the tutorial, which might help 
to avoid boredom and to master control over the mechanics 

of the iVR environment. The tutorial, therefore, appeared to 
enhance the skills of the participants, enabling them to over-
come the challenges presented by the iVR learning experi-
ence. The distinct difference in skill-related marks between 
the treatment and control groups emphasized the importance 
of this analysis.

The marks for immersion and presence were a bit lower 
than for engagement and skill in both groups. Both the marks 
and the standard deviations were strongly correlated in the 
case of the Treatment group. Presence was 5.4% better in 
the Treatment group, but 1.5% worse in the immersion 
compared to the Control group. Presence could have been 
affected by some unnatural actions, as Rafiq et al. proposed 
in their research (Rafiq et al. 2022), as naturalness is a char-
acteristic of presence. Some participants at the Placement 
stage reported having problems when trying to grab some 
objects, and others complained about the difficulty of this 
action that made them feel frustrated. Even though both 
groups had to perform this action, the tutorial provided early 
preparation for this specific challenge, aiming to minimize 
student frustration and potentially increase presence marks. 
A higher feeling of presence in the Treatment group was also 
reported in the study of Schomaker and Wittmann (2021). 
They explained that presence was higher among the partici-
pants who had had similar iVR experiences beforehand (as 
is the case of the tutorial for treatment group participants). 
The slightly higher value of immersion in the Control group 
could be explained considering that this component has a 
strong high standard deviation.

Flow was the component with the lowest marks, although 
the Treatment group rated it more highly (4.2%) than the 
Control group. According to Ruvimova et al. (2020), flow 
happens during complete immersion in the iVR experience, 
as the student is achieving the challenges. They pointed out 
that distraction may complicate concentration during the 
iVR experience, affecting flow. In our case, as was previ-
ously explained, most of the participants reported difficulties 
when grabbing objects during the Placement stage of the 
Tutorial, which distracted them from the learning task. It 
was an obstacle to complete enjoyment of experience despite 
having sufficient skills to achieve all the proposed tasks. This 
frustration was reduced in students who complete the tuto-
rial, as they gave better marks to flow. For further research, 
some improvements are required in the iVR learning experi-
ence, so as not to hinder participant enjoyment and learning, 
presumably increasing the marks for flow.

Finally, some participants complained of cybersickness: 
18 of the 86 participants (10 in the Treatment group; 8 in 
the Control group). Most of them complained of very light 
levels and only 2 (1 in each group) complained of moderate 
levels. In addition, all participants finished the experience 
regardless of the intensity of their cybersickness. No dif-
ferent behaviors were noted between these students and the 

Fig. 7  Radar plot of Treatment and Control group usability and satis-
faction surveys
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students without cybersickness symptoms, neither for satis-
faction, nor performance, nor learning issues. All of them 
were included in the research and no distinction was made 
between students with and without cybersickness symptoms, 
due to the small number of participants with cybersickness 
and its negligible effect on performance. Other authors, such 
as Smith and Burd (2019) also followed the same procedure 
in cases of light symptoms of cybersickness.

4.2  Performance

As students progressed through the Airflow and the 
Unguided assembly stages, presented in Sect. 2.2, time and 
failures were recorded for each user experience. Both vari-
ables were used to evaluate user performance and to measure 
the influence of the iVR tutorial. Table 2 summarizes the 
mean time spent on each stage of the iVR serious game, and 
the average mistakes committed per student. Both the Con-
trol and the Treatment groups were split into the A and B 
groups (higher and lower marks in the pre-test) for detailed 
analysis, as presented in Sect. 3.2. The lowest marks are 
highlighted in bold.

As Table 2 shows, the Treatment group, on average, 
spent less time (19–37%) on the first 2 stages (Introduction 
and Guided assembly), the same on the third and fourth 
stages (Placement and Airflow), and up to 23% (80 s) 
more on the final stage (Unguided assembly) of the iVR 
serious game. This suggests that students in both groups, 
A and B, acquired basic skills within the iVR environ-
ment through the tutorial, enabling them to progress more 
swiftly through the initial stages of the serious game with-
out encountering knowledge difficulties. However, these 
acquired skills proved insufficient to tackle the challenges 
of the last 3 stages, which are more closely related to 
knowledge than to skills. During the intermediate stages, 
Group A of the Control group and Group B of the Treat-
ment group demonstrated slightly faster progress than their 
counterparts, resulting in no significant average differences 
between the Control and Treatment groups. The last and 

most complex stage was where both Treatment groups, A 
and B, were significantly slower than the Control group. 
A performance that may be due to the lower previous 
knowledge of the Treatment groups, previously reported in 
Sect. 3.2. The students might therefore have felt insecure, 
possibly prompting them to search for additional informa-
tion on computer components within the iVR environment, 
thereby requiring more time to complete that stage. The 
increase in time observed in the Treatment group could 
also be explained by the findings of Tsay et al. (2019), who 
noted that when the novelty effect disappeared, autono-
mous motivation decreased, and academic performance 
may also slow down. This result has also been reported 
in Rodrigues et al. (2022) among STEM learners from 
introductory programming courses. The completion of the 
tutorial might have led to the disappearance of the novelty 
effect, resulting in a slight decrease in motivation and per-
formance and prolonging the duration of the experience.

In the last two stages, the Treatment group had fewer 
mistakes than the Control group (11% in the last stage). It 
was only in the Airflow stage that Treatment Group B had 
lower marks than Control Group B. It could be inferred that 
completing the tutorial assisted students in making fewer 
mistakes when faced with an autonomous self-learning 
task, though this conclusion might warrant further scrutiny. 
The most interesting result may arise from the comparison 
between time spent on the last two stages and errors made. 
Figure 8 plots the time required by the student to perform 
those last two stages and the number of errors committed. 
One immediate conclusion drawn is that time was the main 
factor affecting student performance. Students who spent 
more time on the iVR game made fewer errors, at least in 
these brief educational experiences. Dai et al. (2022) also 
reached the same conclusion in their research. Their con-
clusions were that long educational iVR experiences were 
required for high learning rates and complex educational 
goals. As with this experience, the Treatment groups there-
fore took longer to perform these last two stages and, on 
average, they also made fewer mistakes.

Table 2  Average time in seconds and mistakes with their respective Standard Deviations (SD) between brackets for Treatment and Control sub-
groups A and B throughout the five iVR serious game stages

Key perfor-
mance indicator

Stage Treatment Control

Group A Group B Average Group A Group B Average

Time (s) Introduction 47 (6.95) 59 (25.18) 54 (20.3) 77 (26.81) 95 (50.50) 86 (41.5)
Guided assembly 109 (33.79) 139 (48.38) 127 (44.9) 133 (56.45) 180 (77.06) 157 (71.2)
Placement 181 (69.52) 161 (57.62) 170 (62.8) 145 (41.53) 181 (79.34) 164 (65.9)
Airflow 137 (52.74) 137 (72.48) 137 (64.1) 105 (39.32) 168 (125.37) 138 (98.9)
Unguided assembly 292 (128.05) 387 (160.89) 347 (153.5) 259 (124.45) 280 (127.25) 269 (125)

Mistakes Airflow 2.24 (1.25) 2.35 (1.43) 2.3 (1.3) 2.6 (1.22) 2.1 (1.41) 2.3 (1.3)
Unguided assembly 1.47 (0.72) 1.74 (0.86) 1.6 (0.8) 1.6 (0.90) 2.0 (0.91) 1.8 (0.9)
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4.3  Learning improvement

The assessment of learning improvement covered a com-
prehensive analysis of both pre-test and post-test results, so 
as to elucidate the interplay between the prior knowledge 
of each student and the impact of the iVR experience. The 
internal consistency reliability of both the pre-test and post-
test results was meticulously tested with the Kuder-Rich-
ardson formula (KR20), revealing KR20 values of 0.78 and 
0.76 for the pre-test and the post-test, respectively. Values 
that indicate acceptable inter-item consistency, underlining 
the reliability of the assessment.

The pre- and post-test marks of both the A and B Treat-
ment and Control groups were also compared, due to the 
bimodal distribution of the students. The average marks 
of the 4 groups are presented in Table 3, as well as the 
percentile differences between the pre-test and the post-
test marks of each group, and the variation with respect to 
the pre-test. The highest results and percentile differences 
appear in bold.

The marks of Groups A and B in Table 3 appear well-
suited: each group showing distinct mean values with 
small standard deviations for each group. Post-test marks 
were noticeably lower than pre-test marks, attributed to 
the increased difficulty of the questions. The experience 
seems particularly beneficial for students with less previ-
ous knowledge (B groups) as it narrows the gap in marks 
compared to their peers with greater prior knowledge (A 
groups). Moreover, employing the Chi Square test to assess 
the distribution of improving, worsening, or no change 
in knowledge yielded statistically significant differences 
(p < 0.05). Searching for different behaviors between differ-
ent groups, the Control group achieved higher marks, both 
in the pre-test and in the post-test, in all cases. However, 
the Control groups behaved in a slightly worse way than 
the Treatment groups (1.30%). In Fig. 9, these results are 
visually represented with violin plots for the four groups 
and the two tests.

In relation to the two B groups, Fig. 9 shows that most of 
the students in the Treatment group (represented in orange) 

Fig. 8  Time spent and errors made in the Airflow and the Unguided 
assembly stages Group A and Group B

Table 3  Mean (M) mark and 
Standard Deviation (SD) in 
brackets, percentile difference 
between pre- and post-tests 
and variations with pre-test of 
Treatment and Control Groups 
A and B

Group A Group B

Treatment 
group (N = 17)

Control group (N = 22) Treatment 
group (N = 23)

Control group (N = 24)

Pre-test: mean (SD) 8.31 (1.16) 8.52 (0.85) 4.06 (1.17) 4.50 (1.23)
Post-test: mean (SD) 6.73 (0.84) 6.79 (1.06) 4.81 (1.76) 5.36 (1.21)
Difference (%) -19.01% − 20.31% + 18.47% + 19.11%

Fig. 9  Violin plot of the A pre-test and B post-test of the Treatment and Control participants Groups A and B
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performed slightly better than those in the Control group, 
underlining the relevance of the tutorial. However, the 
long tails of the Control group violin plots for the post-test 
remained similar to those representing the pre-test marks 
for both groups, A and B. This suggests that some of the 
students in the Control group did not fully capitalize on the 
iVR experience, especially when compared to the Treatment 
group students with previous experience of the iVR envi-
ronment who had completed the iVR tutorial. In Treatment 
group A, the tutorial seemed to contribute to the homogeni-
zation of students' marks. The marks of that group equaled 
the marks of the Control group, despite its previously lower 
knowledge levels of the learning topic.

So, although the complete iVR learning experience dem-
onstrated improved learning results, this research highlights 
the significant influence of previous knowledge on learning 
results. This finding is aligned with the results of Dengel 
et al. (2020), who showed that previous knowledge was 
a predictor of iVR-serious-game learning outcomes. Lui 
et al. (2020) may also have reached a similar conclusion 
when testing an iVR learning experience, in a comparison 
of various previous knowledge levels and positions. In their 
research, the control group, which performed the learning 
experience with a desktop, gained higher knowledge than 
the iVR group. According to this research, one potential 
reason suggested is the inherent cognitive overload that can 
occur in iVR. More positive emotions were however noted 
in this group, which can be explained due to their higher 
presence. The Treatment group, for example, marked pres-
ence higher than the control group, but lower in the post-
test, which may be explained by their more limited previous 
knowledge, leading to higher cognitive overload in the tasks 
where previous knowledge was essential.

Post-test questions were classified in accordance with 
the taxonomy of Bloom et al., as revised by Anderson et al. 
(2001), to extract more accurate conclusions on Remem-
bering, Understanding and Evaluation. Remembering ques-
tions referred to identification and recall of the concepts 
learnt on the Bachelor’s course; Understanding included 

those questions that needed interpretation, exemplification, 
classification, summarization, comparison, and explana-
tion; finally, Evaluation questions were focused on making 
judgements based on the information students had learned 
and on their own conclusions. In Table 4, the average results 
of the questions following this classification are summa-
rized. Besides, each knowledge classification was compared 
against the pre-test averages (pre-test questions could not be 
split into those 3 categories). The highest marks, compar-
ing the Control and the Treatment groups, are highlighted 
in bold.

As depicted in Table 4, the Control groups had better 
marks for Remembering (shown in green in Fig. 10: between 
2 and 9%). However, the Treatment group B (represented 
in orange in Fig. 10) had the highest standard deviation, 
potentially attributed to a notable proportion of unanswered 
questions among some group B students. The high standard 
deviation was similar to the research results of Selzer et al. 
(2019) on spatial cognition and navigation in iVR, due per-
haps to the low number of questions in that category that the 
students had to answer (they explained the results in terms 
of a ceiling effect, as the tests only had 10 questions each 
with 4 possible answers). This segment of Treatment group 
B students that seemed to take little advantage of the iVR 
experience formed the long tail in the violin plot; low marks 
that might conceal that, as the Group B students had lower 
previous knowledge levels of computer components, they 
might have felt insecure when responding to the post-test 
and might have preferred not to answer the questions, rather 
than risking a wrong answer. Regardless of the reason for 
this result, in both groups (Control and Treatment), the iVR 
learning experience showed a low impact for a small number 
of students, whose marks remained especially low, which 
should be further investigated in the future. These results 
were in line with the research of Schomaker and Wittmann 
(2021), in which they studied the influence of the novelty 
effect and type of exposure on memory. They concluded that 
the less the participants were familiar with the iVR envi-
ronment, the better their marks for memory. An aspect that 

Table 4  Mean (M) mark and Standard Deviation (SD) between brackets of the pre-test and post-test questions (Anderson & Krathwohl’s tax-
onomy) and their variation with the pre-test marks for the A and B subgroups of the Treatment and the Control groups

Group A Group B

Treatment group (N = 17) Control group (N = 22) Treatment group (N = 23) Control group (N = 24)

M (SD) Variation with 
pre-test

M (SD) Variation with 
pre-test

M (SD) Variation with 
pre-test

M (SD) Variation 
with pre-
test

Pre-test 8.31 (1.16) – 8.52 (0.85) – 4.06 (1.17) – 4.50 (1.23) –
Remembering 6.56 (0.95) − 21% 6.86 (0.92) − 19% 4.50 (2.14) + 11% 5.40 (1.38) + 20%
Understanding 6.22 (2.08) − 25% 5.71 (2.41) − 33% 4.91 (1.87) + 21% 4.29 (2.11) + 5%
Evaluation 9.02 (1.96) + 9% 8.79 (1.64) + 3% 6.67 (2.66) + 64% 7.64 (2.08) + 70%
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may explain the reason why the Control groups, which were 
less familiar with the iVR environment, had higher marks 
for Remembering than the Treatment groups. Furthermore, 
previous knowledge of the Treatment groups was lower than 
in the Control groups, which may be explained by Paxinou 
et al.’s research (2022). Those authors contended that when 
students have very low levels of previous knowledge of a 
topic, then a traditional introductory lesson of the topic after 
the pre-test is advisable before the iVR experience, to boost 
the autonomous learning capabilities of the student. The 
absence of this introductory lesson might have contributed 
to the decrease in Remembering scores for the Treatment 
groups, possibly influenced by their lower pre-test marks for 
computer components.

The Treatment groups exhibited superior marks for 
understanding (between 11 and 24%). The tutorial emerged 
as a significant factor in enhancing performance, particularly 
for students with lower marks, resulting in a more homoge-
neous group behavior. The learning outcomes were posi-
tively related to presence in iVR, according to Petersen et al. 
(2022). In their research, presence was highly influenced by 
interactivity, which is a particular focus of the tutorial.

Evaluation scores slightly improved in both the Treatment 
group A (6%) and the Control group B (6%). In addition, 

the tutorial nearly removed the bimodal structure in both 
Treatment group distributions, although some students still 
struggled to acquire sufficient knowledge (forming a long 
tail). In the case of the Control groups, the bimodal structure 
in the distribution of the results was strengthened. There-
fore, the tutorial seemed to contribute to homogenizing the 
results. However, some unique features are shown in the 
evaluation of Fig. 10: the longest tails, the strongest bimodal 
distributions and the lowest marks. These 3 features might 
also be a consequence of the structure and the complexity 
of the questions: the evaluation category only had 3 ques-
tions and their higher complexity meant that students with 
weaker backgrounds simply avoided answering them. This 
reason cannot be counteracted by the tutorial, where the long 
tail and low average marks of group B remain. Besides, the 
strong bimodal distribution of the Control group could also 
be due to a number of unmotivated students in this group. 
According to Rafiq et al. (2022), there is a strong correlation 
between student interest and engagement in iVR experiences 
and Table 6 showed that Control group B had the lowest 
levels of engagement with the iVR educational experience; 
in this way, their lower levels of motivation might mean that 
they are less attuned to the experience and its complex con-
cepts that they might otherwise have learnt. On the contrary, 

Fig. 10  Violin plot of the A pre-test, B Remembering, C Understanding and D Evaluation results of the Treatment and Control participants of 
Groups A and B
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the higher post-tutorial engagement levels reaffirmed a will-
ingness to work harder in the autonomous iVR educational 
experience. Despite their lower previous knowledge lev-
els, they were nevertheless able to acquire the same level 
of understanding of computer components as the students 
with previous knowledge levels that were higher than their 
own. Finally, the authors reached the conclusion that the 
tutorial was effective, although not as much as the previous 
knowledge level of the participants.

4.4  Limitations

While the present study provides valuable insights into the 
usability, satisfaction, performance, and learning improve-
ment in iVR-based educational experiences related to the 
avoidance of the novelty effect, it is essential to acknowledge 
certain limitations that may impact the generalizability and 
interpretation of the findings.

One of the primary limitations stems from the inherent 
challenges associated with sample size and variability in 
iVR research. Despite efforts to include a relatively exten-
sive sample of students, the high scatter of results observed 
in both Treatment and Control groups may be attributed 
to the diverse perceptions and experiences of participants. 
The recommendation of a sample size of 20 per group, as 
suggested in recent reviews, was followed; however, the 
observed variability in outcomes underscores the need for 
larger sample sizes to capture the complexity of human per-
ception in iVR learning experiences.

In addition, the study faced challenges in achieving sta-
tistical significance in certain comparisons, possibly due to 
the limited sample size and the nature of the experimental 
design. The differences in satisfaction and usability between 
the Treatment and Control groups, while notable, did not 
reach statistical significance. The use of alternative statisti-
cal tests, such as the Chi Square test, Cronbach’s alpha test, 
and the Kuder-Richardson formula, was employed to address 
this limitation. In the case of the Chi Square test, it shows 
significant differences for knowledge acquisition. Table 5 
shows the quantity of participants which have improved, 
worsened or any of them comparing pre-test and post-test 
results. Chi Square showed a result below 0.05 which means 

that exists a significant difference. Fisher’s Exact Test also 
yielded the same results. This reflects that the tutorial was 
effective but not as much as the previous knowledge of the 
participants had before the experience. Further research will 
study the influence of the prior knowledge by dividing the 
groups considering the score in the pre-test instead of doing 
it in a randomized way.

However, paired sampled t-test, ANOVA and ANCOVA 
analysis were not included in the discussion as they show no 
statistical differences between both groups for any consid-
ered variable, which might be explained by the limited time 
of the tutorial in comparison to not having it. Table 6 sum-
marizes the results of the one-way ANOVA analysis over the 
pre-test and post-test (α = 0.05).

Related to the complexity of evaluation questions, the 
limited number and high complexity of evaluation questions 
posed challenges in data interpretation. The avoidance of 
some questions by a subset of participants, possibly due 
to their complexity, introduces a potential source of bias. 
Future studies might consider refining the evaluation ques-
tions to ensure clarity and reduce the likelihood of avoid-
ance. However, the consistency of pre-test and post-test was 
assessed with the Kuder-Richardson formula, which demon-
strated acceptable reliability between the items in both tests, 
as Table 7 shows.

Despite the overall positive satisfaction levels, a notable 
limitation is the occurrence of cybersickness reported by 
a subset of participants. While the number of participants 
experiencing cybersickness was relatively small, it is crucial 
to acknowledge its potential impact on the overall participant 
experience. Future studies may need to incorporate measures 
to mitigate cybersickness and explore its potential influence 
on performance and satisfaction.

Furthermore, the influence of previous knowledge on 
learning outcomes, particularly in the evaluation category, 
highlights a limitation. The tutorial's effectiveness in homog-
enizing results and enhancing understanding was evident, 
but the challenges faced by participants with lower previous 
knowledge levels remained. The study did not include a tra-
ditional introductory lesson before the iVR experience, and 
future research could explore the impact of such an introduc-
tion on participants with varying levels of prior knowledge.

Related to engagement levels, while generally high, 
displayed variations among groups, especially in Control 
group B. The link between engagement, motivation, and per-
formance suggests a need for further investigation into the 
motivational aspects influencing participant engagement in 
iVR educational experiences.

Finally, the observed decrease in performance in the final 
stage of the iVR serious game for the Treatment group raises 
questions about the duration of the novelty effect. Future 
research could explore the temporal aspects of participant 
motivation and performance in iVR learning experiences. 

Table 5  Chi Square test applied to pre-test and post-test comparison

Quantity of participants Improve 
(minimum 
10%)

Worsening No change

Treatment A 0 15 2
Control A 0 21 1
Treatment B 15 7 1
Control B 15 5 4
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Additionally, while the study design follows a pattern 
observed in related research, it's essential to note that the 
design of the iVR learning experience itself could be a 
potential limitation. Although this approach is in line with 
methodologies used by other researchers, variations in iVR 
content, instructional design, and user interface elements 
can significantly impact the learning outcomes and should 
be considered in future studies.

5  Conclusions

The novelty effect can lead users to focus more on the tech-
nology itself, rather than its practical applications or poten-
tial benefits. One consequence is that the technology may be 
under-utilized or not fully leveraged for its intended purpose. 
In this research, the impact of the most common solution for 

overcoming the novelty effect in iVR learning applications, 
the introduction of an iVR tutorial in the learning experi-
ence, has been measured.

The iVR tutorial was first designed and incorporated in 
an existing iVR learning experience. The purpose of the 
learning experience was to introduce first-year undergradu-
ate students to the structure and functions of the main com-
ponents of a computer. The iVR tutorial was organized into 
4 modules: a general module to familiarize the user with the 
iVR environment, a module with basic interactions to intro-
duce the user to the iVR controllers, a module with complex 
interactions, and the last module based on exploration and 
creative play for consolidation of all the previous stages. The 
learning experience also included 4 steps: guided assembly 
of computer components (to know the proper place for each 
component), a step to label the name of each component 
and its function, a step to evaluate the role of airflow within 
the PC, and unguided assembly of a computer. The last step 
leaves the student with total freedom to select any compo-
nent from a wide range of possibilities and assemble them in 
any order in the PC chassis or cage, providing final feedback 
on the number of errors, and giving an opportunity to the 
student to correct these mistakes.

This experience has been tested with an extensive sam-
ple of students (N = 86). They were split between a Control 

Table 6  Pre-test and post-test 
one-way ANOVA analysis 
(α = 0.05)

Test Group N M SD F p

Pre-test Treatment 40 5.867 2.421 1.188 0.2788
Control 46 6.42 2.285

Pre-test Treatment group A 17 8.314 1.158 99.251 0.0000
Treatment group B 23 4.058 1.171
Control group A 22 8.515 0.847
Control group B 24 4.5 1.232

Post-test Treatment 40 5.625 1.717 1.612 0.2078
Control 46 6.043 1.336

Post-test Treatment group A 17 6.725 0.835 12.635 0.0000
Treatment group B 23 4.812 1.758
Control group A 22 6.788 1.057
Control group B 24 5.361 1.208

Remembering Treatment group A 17 6.559 0.95 11.976 0.0000
Treatment group B 23 4.5 2.137
Control group A 22 6.864 0.915
Control group B 24 5.396 1.383

Understanding Treatment group A 17 6.218 2.079 3.356 0.0228
Treatment group B 23 4.907 1.869
Control group A 22 5.714 2.415
Control group B 24 4.286 2.106

Evaluation Treatment group A 17 9.02 1.96 5.501 0.0017
Treatment group B 23 6.667 2.659
Control group A 22 8.788 1.641
Control group B 24 7.639 2.08

Table 7  Kuder-Richardson (KR20) formula to measure the consist-
ency of pre-test and post-test

Test Number of items Variance KR20

Pre-test 14 10.18456 0.780675
Post-test 30 20.82923 0.759197
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group (no tutorial) and a Treatment group (with a tutorial). 
Both groups showed a clear bimodal distribution of previ-
ous knowledge, due to the previous experience of some 
students with the learning topic, which leads on to further 
conclusions. Usability, satisfaction, and pre- and post-test 
knowledge were used to evaluate the experience. Knowl-
edge was divided into Remembering, Understanding and 
Evaluation for a better analysis.

The results have shown us that the use of such iVR tuto-
rial had the following tangible effects:

• significantly increased user satisfaction (specially 
engagement, flow and presence) compared to standard 
iVR experience, a significant result because non-tutor-
ized iVR learning experiences have previously shown 
higher degrees of user satisfaction compared with tra-
ditional learning experiences (Checa et al. 2021).

• reduction in the time required to learn the iVR mechan-
ics, which meant that the students were more relaxed 
and capable of carefully studying the autonomous 
learning stages, reducing the number of mistakes at 
each stage.

• significantly improved understanding among students 
who completed the tutorial.

• improved evaluation of the knowledge categories at a 
lower rate.

• sharpened learning rates of the students with the lowest 
marks, making group behavior very much more homo-
geneous. Those improvements might be due to the suit-
ability of the iVR tutorial for improving user skills within 
the iVR environment, reducing the cognitive load of the 
experience, and training students to contend with frustra-
tion in reaction to the most complex mechanics.

• Finally, in both groups (Control and Treatment), the iVR 
learning experience had a low impact for a small number 
of students, whose marks remained especially low even 
after the iVR experience, which could have been due to 
their poor previous knowledge or even lack of motiva-
tion, as outlined in a previous study (Dengel and Magde-
frau 2020). Therefore, previous knowledge may have had 
more influence on learning improvements rather than the 
novelty effect.

From the viewpoint of the authors, insight into the factors 
that should be considered when managing an iVR learning 
experience is provided in this study. The novelty effect pro-
vides benefits to increase performance and motivation at an 
initial stage. However, the novelty effect and its associated 
benefits disappear over time. The findings have also sug-
gested to us that the previous knowledge of students may 
have a more influential effect on learning outcomes than 
the novelty effect. This fact highlights the importance of 
considering different levels of individual knowledge and the 

need for personalized approaches when designing effective 
iVR learning experiences.

Future research lines will include the design of learn-
ing experiences that can be useful for the type of student 
whose response to traditional iVR experiences can be prob-
lematic, as has been observed in this research, extending 
the number of questions and final users, to avoid the ceiling 
effect, and to improve data reliability. A lengthier duration 
of both tutorial and learning experience is also desirable 
for the improvement of learning rates. In addition, some 
techniques will be considered, so that the novelty effect can 
reemerge in a controllable way, to benefit from its positive 
effects (increasing motivation and performance). Artificial 
intelligence modules may also be incorporated into longer 
iVR experiences that can adapt the difficulty of the tasks 
to the learning pace of students and flexible gamification 
elements may likewise be incorporated in the experience. 
Finally, it is important to consider the learning effect which 
can influence the results of the experience, while dividing 
the student groups in accordance with their previous back-
ground in relation to the topic.

Appendix 1

User code: ______________________________________
_________________________________

Genre: _____     Age: ____
Have you had any experience with Virtual Reality 

before? □ Yes* **. □ No.
*If you responded “yes”, with which device?
□ Mobile    □ HMD VR (Oculus Rift, Oculus Quest, 

HTC Vive…)     □ Don’t know.
** If you responded “yes”, what type of experience did 

you test in Virtual Reality?
□ Mobile     □ HMD VR (Oculus Rift, Oculus Quest, 

HTC Vive…)     □ Don’t know.
Have you ever seen the inside of a desktop computer? 

If so, describe the situation (i.e., at school, when assem-
bling my own PC, I have seen my friends replacing some 
components…).

_____________________________________________
____________________________________

How much time do you think it takes to mount two 
RAM modules in a computer (in minutes)? __________
_______________________________________________
________________________

Check the correct answer:
1. What is the name of the set of physical parts of a 

computer?
□ Software
□ Hardware
□ Freeware
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□ Peripherical
2. What is the main function of the motherboard?
□ It processes the instructions given to the computer.
□ It links all the functions of the computer.
□ It is used to display videos.
□ It acts as the brain of the computer.
3. The computing speed of a processor is measured in:
□ Watts.
□ Volts.
□ GHz.
□ MB.
4. The RAM memory:
□ permanently stores information on the computer.
□ controls the flow of data from the computer.
□ transforms digital data into analog signals.
□ stores the data that is currently being used.
5. Which of these storage devices can store more data?
□ Hard disk.     □ RAM memory.
□ ROM memory.     □ DVD-R.
6. Which are the main manufacturers of Video Card 

GPUs?
□ Nvidia & Gigabyte.
□ Nvidia & AMD.
□ MSI & AMD.
□ Asus & Nvidia.
7. The electronic component used to supply electricity 

to the computer is:
□ Socket.
□ Power supply.
□ Control unit.
□ Chipset.
8. If we play a video with a 21:9 aspect ratio on our 

16:9 monitor:
□ We will not be able to because we have a different 

aspect ratio.
□ It will be seen with two black stripes (top and bottom).
□ It will be seen with two black stripes (left and right).
□ The aspect ratio does not influence viewing.
9. Fill in the number of each component according to 

the image:
Motherboard____
CPU & heatsink_____
RAM_____
Memory____
Graphic card______
Power supply______

Appendix 2

User code: ______________________________________
_____________________________

Check the box that best corresponds to your answer:
1. Were you dizzy during the experience?
□ A lot, I had to abandon the experience    □ Moder-

ately    □ A little    □ No
2. Have you enjoyed the experience with the iVR appli-

cation? *1

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

3. Do you find this iVR application useful for learn-
ing? *

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

4. Did your interactions with the iVR environment 
seem natural? **2

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

5. Did the iVR environment respond to the actions you 
initiated (i.e., when you wanted to pick up an object, it 
worked correctly)? ***3

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

1 : * refers to questions based on User Experience Questionnaire.
2 : ** refers to questions based on System Usability Scale.
3 : *** refers to questions based on NASA-TLX.
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6. Could you examine objects from multiple points of 
view and examine them up close? **

□ Definitely not   □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

7. Did you get so involved in the iVR environment that 
you did not notice the things that were happening around 
you? *

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

8. Did you feel physically good in the iVR environ-
ment? *

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

9. Did you get so involved in the iVR environment that 
you lost notion of the time? *

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

10. Did you feel that you could perfectly control your 
actions? ***

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say     □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes.

11. Did you know what to do in each proposed task? **
□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 

Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes
12. Do you think the information provided by the iVR 

application was clear? **
□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 

Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes
13. Do you think the iVR environment was realistic? *
□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 

Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes
14. Were the controls of the iVR device easy to use? **
□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 

Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes
15. Do you think the interaction with the controls of 

the iVR device was natural? **
□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 

Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes
16. Did you get accustomed quickly to the way of inter-

acting with the iVR controllers? ***
□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 

Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes
17. Did the iVR controllers which control interactions 

distract you from completing the assigned tasks? ***
□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 

Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes
18. Did you feel confident interacting with the iVR 

environment at the beginning of the iVR experience? ***
□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 

Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes
19. Did you feel confident interacting with the iVR 

environment at the end of the iVR experience? ***

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

20. Do you think the interaction with the iVR environ-
ment (i.e., seeing realistic but virtual hands) was natural? 
**

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

21. The first time you placed the components of the 
computer (first level), was it easy to handle the iVR envi-
ronment, pick up and place the components of the com-
puter? ***

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes

22. The last time you placed the components of the 
computer (last level), was it easy to handle the iVR envi-
ronment, pick up and place the components of the com-
puter? ***

□ Definitely not    □ Mostly not    □ It is hard to say    □ 
Mostly yes    □ Definitely yes.

23. In your opinion, what have been the positive 
aspects of the experience?

_____________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
______________________

24. In your opinion, what have been the negative 
aspects of the experience?

_____________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
______________________

25. Would you have any suggestions to improve this 
iVR experience?

_____________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
______________________

Appendix 3

User code: ______________________________________
__________________________________

Check the correct answer:

 1. Computer fans generally:
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□ suck air in from the front of the computer and 
blow it out the back of the computer casing.
□ blow air out from the front and from the back of 
the computer.
□ blow indistinctly in both directions, because the 
circulation of air avoids overheating.
□ None of the above responses are correct.

 2. We place the CPU on the motherboard:

□ before placing the CPU heatsink.
□ after positioning the CPU heatsink.
□ the CPU already has an integrated heatsink.
□ the CPU is not placed on the motherboard.

 3. Which of the following statements is correct (the 
socket is the connection point on the motherboard 
for the processor)?

□ All motherboards have the same type of socket.
□ Not all motherboards have the same type of socket.
□ There are different types of sockets, but they are 
mutually compatible.
□ Each brand has a single type of socket shared by 
all its CPUs.

 4. Power supply:

□ In our computer casing, we place it in the upper 
part to improve the air flow.
□ In our computer casing, we place it in the lower 
part to improve the air flow.
□ In our computer casing, it is fitted outside the cas-
ing, so as not to obstruct the air flow.
□ It is so small that is does not affect airflow and 
hardly produces any heat.

 5. The RAM memory is connected to…

□ the motherboard socket.
□ the motherboard memory sockets.
□ the IDE connector of the motherboard.
□ the PCI slot of the motherboard.

 6. A memory with NVMe data transmission protocol 
will work with:

□ a hard disk with a SATA interface.
□ a hard disk with a PCIe interface.
□ an AHCI interface.
□ an M.2. type disk.

 7. What will the display of a video game set to a 16:9 
aspect ratio look like on a screen with a default 4:3 
aspect ratio, which can switched to other aspect 
ratios by enlarging or reducing the image without 
showing black bands?

□ It is not possible, because of the different aspect 
ratio.
□ Information on the sides will be lost.
□ Information at the top and bottom will be lost.
□ The aspect ratio does not influence the viewing.

 8. The graphics card:

□ has the video outputs integrated and accessible 
from outside the computer casing.
□ has the video outputs integrated and accessible 
from inside the computer casing.
□ does not have integrated video outputs and the 
connection is on the motherboard.
□ is only responsible for processing graphics and has 
no video outputs.

 9. A power supply with insufficient voltage for our 
components will:

□ be insufficient to turn the computer on.
□ perhaps cause system crashes.
□ be more efficient, consuming less energy.
□ have no effect, as voltage has no effect on the com-
ponents and their efficiency.

 10 The RAM memory:

□ permanently saves information on the computer.
□ controls the flow of data from the computer.
□ transforms digital data into analog signals.
□ stores the data that is currently being used.

 11. An SSD-type hard disk:

□ has less capacity and is smaller than an HDD.
□ has more capacity and is larger than an HDD.
□ has more capacity and is smaller than an HDD.
□ has less capacity and is larger than an HDD.

 12. The graphics card on the motherboard:

□ is placed horizontally.
□ is placed vertically.
□ is placed on top.
□ is not placed on the motherboard.
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 13. The most powerful CPUs:

□ do not get hot as they are soldered to the motherboard.
□ have powerful heatsinks integrated within the micro-
chip to evacuate heat.
□ need better heatsinks to ensure stable operation.
□ need no heatsinks, as their components are not prone 
to overheating.

 14. The BIOS of a computer is usually stored:

□ in a ROM memory.
□ in a RAM memory.
□ in the CPU cache.
□ nowhere, as the BIOS is not currently used.

 15. Which of the following components is not connected 
to the motherboard?

□ RAM.
□ CPU.
□ Hard disk.
□ Graphics card.

 16. How much time do you think it takes to assemble 
two RAM modules and the graphics card in a com-
puter? (in minutes) __________________________
_______________________________

 17. Why do you think there is so much free space inside 
a tower type computer? _______________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
_____.

 18. In your opinion, which computer component will 
restrict the final capabilities of the computer more 
than any other and why? _____________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
_______.

 19. Write down the name of the component above the 
arrow pointing it out.

 20. Write down the name of each component above the 
arrow pointing it out.
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